First Name: 

Last Name: 

1) Copying someone else's song and telling people you made it is ok:
- True
- False

2) Copying someone else's movie and selling it to your friends is ok:
- True
- False

3) Adding part of someone else's movie to your video is ok if you have their permission and you give credit:
- True
- False

4) When you give credit you should include:
- Your name
- The creator's name

5) Someone who steals movies or music online is known as a:
- Pirate
- Zombie

6) Copyright laws only protect music:
- True
- False

7) In school, you don't need to cite your sources (give credit):
- True
- False

8) Copyright is just a nice thing to do, it's not a law:
- True
- False

9) Plagiarism is when someone uses material from another person and does not give credit:
- True
- False

10) I will always obey the copyright laws:
- True
- False